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V4643 Sgr (Nova Sgr 2001) was disovered by Liller (2001) on 2001, Feb. 24. The lighturve ompiled from magnitude estimates published in IAU Cirulars and observationsof members of the V.S.S. of the R.A.S.N.Z. (Fig. 1) shows it to be a very fast nova. Aparametri �t of a seond order polynomial to the �rst part of the light urve (shown asa dashed line in Fig. 1) indiates that it takes t2 = 4:8 days (t3 = 8:6 days) for the novato deline 2 (3) magnitudes from maximum light, assuming the �rst point on the lighturve orresponding to outburst maximum.

Figure 1. Early deline visual light urve of V4643 Sgr. Dots are magnitude estimates published inIAU Cirulars; triangles are observations of members of the V.S.S. of the R.A.S.N.Z. The dashed line isa parametri seond order polynomial �t to the data. The hevron indiates the epoh of the lastnegative observation before disovery
The absolute magnitude of V4643 Sgr during maximum an be estimated using themaximum magnitude{rate of deline (MMRD) relation of whih many versions are pub-lished in the literature (Shmidt-Kaler 1957, Pfau 1976, de Vauouleurs 1978, Cohen 1988,Capaioli et al. 1989, Della Valle 1991). Disregarding the slight dependene on the pho-tometri band, and rejeting a disrepant result based on the Capaioli et al. relation, allothers yield a mean absolute magnitude at maximum ofM = �9:m04�0:m08. The error ofthe mean is signi�antly smaller than the error of the individual relations. Thus, there is
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no point in preferring one relation over the other and I adopt the mean as the best result.Together with the apparent magnitude of the �rst point in the light urve, m = 8:m1 (towhih I arbitrarily assign an error of 0:m1), this yields a distane of d = 2900 � 170 p.Sine the interstellar extintion towards V4643 Sgr is unknown and onsequently is notonsidered here, this distane should be regarded as an upper limit.The various determinations of the absolute magnitudeM15 of novae 15 days after max-imum (Busombe & de Vauouleurs 1955, Shmidt-Kaler 1957, Pfau 1976, de Vauouleurs1978, Cohen 1985, van den Bergh & Younger 1987, van den Bergh 1988, Capaioli et al.1989) predit M15 = �5:m53� 0:m24. The light urve of V4643 Sgr at this epoh exhibitssubstantial satter permitting only to roughly estimate m15 = 11:m7�0:m5 as the apparentmagnitude 15 days after maximum. This is 3:m6 fainter than the �rst point on the lighturve whih thus orresponds to M = �9:m1, well ompatible with the results obtainedfrom the MMRD relation, suggesting that the �rst observation of V4643 Sgr has beenobtained lose to maximum light. The error being signi�antly larger than in the ase ofthe MMRD relation, m15 annot yield an improved distane estimate.

Figure 2. Emission line pro�les of H� (stronger line: 2001, Marh 16; fainter line: 2001, May 4) andHe I � 5876 �A (plus N II � 5932 �A; 2001 Marh 16) in the spetra of V4643 Sgr on a veloity sale.Vertial bars indiate the loation of features for whih radial veloities are quoted in the text
Spetra of V4643 Sgr in the range of H� were obtained at the 1.6-m telesope of theLaborat�orio Naional de Astrof��sia, Brazil on 2001, Marh 16 (JD 2451984.80; day 19after maximum; two exposures; 20 min total integration time) when the visual magnitudehad dropped tomv � 11:5, and on 2001 May 4 (JD 2452033.75; day 68; three exposures; 45min total integration time; visual magnitude unknown, probably � 14m). A Cassegrainspetrograph equipped with a thin, bak-illuminated SITeSI003AB CCD was used toreord the spetra. The instrumental setup yielded a resolution (FWHM) of 2.1 �A. The
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spetral overage ranged from 5843 �A to 6624 �A on Marh 16, and from 5924 �A to 6664 �Aon May 4.The spetra are dominated by strong and omplex H� emission whih exhibits ap-preiable di�erenes between the two observing epohs. The pro�les, normalized to theontinuum, are shown on a veloity sale in Fig. 2 (left). During both nights H� onsistsof a very broad, almost at omponent underlying a muh narrower strong entral emis-sion. The most obvious di�erene between the observing epohs is the line strength (withrespet to the ontinuum) whih is muh stronger earlier in the outburst than later on. OnMarh 16 the narrow omponent exhibits two peaks whih, however, at �220 km se�1and +330 km se�1 (these and the subsequently quoted veloities are marked by smallvertial bars in Fig. 2) are not symmetrial to the rest wavelength. The full width of theentral emission is about 3200 km se�1 (ranging from �1500 km se�1 to 1700 km se�1).The broad omponent reahes out to �3900 km se�1 from the rest wavelength. It ap-pears to be essentially at with some low sale struture, in partiular a red peak at3280 km se�1. The overall line pro�le resembles very muh the pro�le of emission linesof Nova Ophiuhi 1998 a few days after outburst (Lynh et al. 2000).On May 4 the total width of the broad omponent is pratially unhanged but theequivalent width has dereased by a fator of more than 2. Details of its struture arelargely preserved, with the red peak now appearing at a slightly higher radial veloity:3390 km se�1. The equivalent width of the narrow omponent has dereased by a fator ofmore than �ve, muh more than the broad omponent. It exhibits more �ne-struture thanduring the earlier epoh: there are peaks (or shoulders) at �110 km se�1, +100 km se�1and �500 km se�1. Furthermore, the total width of the narrow omponent has dereasedto 2370 km se�1 (ranging from �1270 km se�1 to 1100 km se�1).The only other spetral features unambiguously present in the spetrum of Marh 16are emissions of He I � 5876 �A and N II � 5932 �A as well as absorption lines of Na I�� 5890, 5896 �A, shown in the right frame of Fig. 2 on a veloity sale entered on therest wavelength of the helium line (note the di�erent intensity sale as ompared to theleft frame of the �gure). This spetral range was only observed on Marh 16. Just as inH� the struture of the He I � 5876 �A emission is double-peaked with a peak separationonsistent with that seen in H�. The broad, at omponent is not disernible, probablybeause its blue edge is beyond the observed spetral range and the red edge is beneaththe N II � 5932 �A emission. This makes it diÆult to properly de�ne the ontinuum levelin this wavelength range. The nitrogen line is faint and thus noisy, but it is probably safeto say that it does not show a double peak. Therefore, its plae of origin is not the sameas that of the hydrogen and helium lines. Sharp Na I �� 5890, 5896 �A lines ut into thered ank of the He I line. They are learly of interstellar origin. They radial veloity is�48 km se�1. The spetrum of May 4 shows (in a range not overed on Marh 16) a faintemission of He I � 6678 �A, seen as a small hump at the extreme right of the left frame ofFig. 2.The equivalent widths (EWs) of the emission lines were measured and are listed inTable 1. In the ase of H� the EW of the entire line as well as of the broad and nar-row omponents are listed. The EW of the sodium absorption lines annot reliably bemeasured beause they are superposed upon the steep red ank of the helium emission.Qualitatively, the morphology of the H� emission an be explained if the mass wasnot ejeted spherially during the nova outburst but mainly in the equatorial plane ofthe white dwarf and in the polar regions. Suh an outburst geometry is suggested by thenebular remnants of numerous other novae (although Slavin et al. (1995) found this typeof morphology preferable in slower novae). If the inlination of the rotation axis to the
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Table 1: Equivalent width (in �A) of emission lines observed in V4643 SgrLine 2001, Marh 16 2001, May 4H� (entire line) 219 68H� (broad omponent) 95 45H� (narrow omponent) 123 23He I � 5876 �A 15 {He I � 6678 �A { 0.8N II � 5932 �A 1.9 {

line of sight is high (but not high enough for the approahing part of the matter ejeted inthe equatorial plane to prevent the view of the reeding part) the broad omponent shouldbe interpreted as being emitted by an equatorial ring. The narrow omponent is then dueto matter ejeted along the polar axis whih (even if the true veloity is omparable tothat of the equatorially ejeted matter) has a smaller radial veloity due to the higherangle with respet to the line of sight. The two peaks in the narrow omponent whih arelearly present early on in the outburst then indiate emission from opposite polar ejeta.
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